CBP Commissioner Chris Magnus on Twitter: “Totally unacceptable and ...ate. This must not happen again. https://t.co/O0Vwr3K7nl” / Twitter

Totally unacceptable and disappointing that any CBP Twitter account was used to R/T offensive, unauthorized content. We’ve removed the content and will deactivate the account. The Office of Professional Responsibility will investigate. This must not happen again.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection has become aware of unauthorized and inappropriate content that was posted to the @CBPWestTexas Twitter account. CBP will take action to deactivate the account and has referred the matter to the Office of Professional Responsibility to investigate. The tweets do not reflect the values of this administration and our work to rebuild a humane, orderly, and secure immigration system.
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Sarah Rose @thesarahrose · Sep 11, 2022
Repeating to @CBPChrisMagnus and @waltshaub
Abolish CBP

andreasgal @andreasgal · Sep 11, 2022
Repeating to @CBPChrisMagnus
Everyone knows how this’ll go down. You’ll investigate for 2 years. The insurrectionist officer will be on paid leave. He will eventually forfeit a vacation day. His name will be hidden from the public.

Just Liz @justiz@universeodon...@Maveric... · Sep 11, 2022
Repeating to @CBPChrisMagnus and @MuellerSheWrote
You’re more concerned about your Twitter account than with the people in your leadership who did this? Shouldn’t that be the apology and the investigation?